
8th Grade Rules:

All players are eligible to play all positions regardless of weight.

5.3 Game Time: Game Time: Four quarters of fifteen (15) minute running time (during running time, the clock does not stop except for time-outs, injuries, and 

touchdowns). Stop time applies during the last two (2) minutes of each half. During the last two minutes of each half the clock will stop for time outs, injuries, 

penalties, touchdowns, incomplete passes, first downs, change of possession and out of bounds. However, if a team is leading by 28 points with 4:00 minutes 

left in the fourth quarter, there is no stoppage of time (except for injuries and penalties). Each team will get two timeouts per half.

Extra Points and Scoring: Following a touchdown, the coach will have the choice to go for 1 point or 2 points. (The coach will tell the referee his choice.) 1-

point conversions will be from the 3-yard line. 2-point conversions will be from the 8-yard line. Once the choice is declared and a play is run or a penalty 

occurs prior to the play, the choice cannot be changed. For any game field with goalposts, kicking the extra point is permitted, and a successful try is 1-point. 

Field goals may also be attempted on any gamefield with goalposts.

Personal Fouls: The officials may eject any player or coach who receives an unsportsmanlike penalty from the game with no warning. A player or coach who 

receives two unsportsmanlike penalties in one game is automatically ejected. Any player or coach who is ejected from a game is suspended for the next 

game. The ejected team member’s coach must inform his or her Program Director of the ejection within 24 hours of the ejection. The Program Director will 

notify the SSYFL Commissioner within 48 hours. The Commissioner will notify the SSYFL Governing Committee of the incident and final ruling.The SSYFL 

Governing Committee may remove a player or coach for chronic misconduct or egregious behavior during league activities from an official team roster, 

rendering the player or coach ineligible to participate in the league. See Player & Parent Code of Conduct for official statement.

Chains & Markers: Chains are on the Home Field side and crew provided by the home team.



7th Grade Rules:

1.Players 150 pounds or lower are eligible to play all positions. Players that weigh 151 or more will have a stripe on their helmet. Players with that 

stripe are not allowed to play running back, catch lateral passes or take handoffs, and cannot run past the line of scrimmage if they play QB. The play 

will be blown dead when this happens.

1.Game Time: 5.3 Game Time: Game Time: Four quarters of fifteen (15) minute running time (during running time, the clock does not stop except for 

time-outs, injuries, and touchdowns). Stop time applies during the last two (2) minutes of each half. During the last two minutes of each half the clock 

will stop for time outs, injuries, penalties, touchdowns, incomplete passes, first downs, change of possession and out of bounds. However, if a team is 

leading by 28 points with 4:00 minutes left in the fourth quarter, there is no stoppage of time (except for injuries and penalties). Each team will get two 

timeouts per half.

1.Defensive Alignment: Linebackers and safeties must line up at least three (3) yards off the line of scrimmage and may not move forward until the ball 

is snapped.

2.Punting: Any player may punt in a game. On any down, the offense can call a “punt”. Teams do not rush the punter. The offensive team must 

announce that they are going to punt (no fakes allowed). The offensive or defensive team cannot rush the punter or leave the line of scrimmage until the 

ball is punted. The punter may take the ball from the center in any manner. Even if the ball is dropped, the punter may pick it up and punt the ball. The 

punter must punt the ball between the tackle positions. Punt coverage cannot take place until the ball is kicked. Receiving team must not be more than 5 

yards from the line of scrimmage when the ball is kicked other than up to two return players. Once the ball is kicked, normal MSHSL rules apply.

3.Extra Points and Scoring: Following a touchdown, the coach will have the choice to go for 1 point or 2 points. (The coach will tell the referee his 

choice.) 1-point conversions will be from the 3-yard line. 2-point conversions will be from the 8-yard line. Once the choice is declared and a play is run or 

a penalty occurs prior to the play, the choice cannot be changed. For any game field with goalposts, kicking the extra point is permitted, and a 

successful try is 1-point. Field goals may also be attempted on any gamefield with goalposts.

4.Personal Fouls: The officials may eject any player or coach who receives an unsportsmanlike penalty from the game with no warning. A player or 

coach who receives two unsportsmanlike penalties in one game is automatically ejected. Any player or coach who is ejected from a game is suspended 

for the next game. The ejected team member’s coach must inform his or her Program Director of the ejection within 24 hours of the ejection. The 

Program Director will notify the SSYFL Commissioner within 48 hours. The Commissioner will notify the SSYFL Governing Committee of the incident 

and final ruling.The SSYFL Governing Committee may remove a player or coach for chronic misconduct or egregious behavior during league activities 

from an official team roster, rendering the player or coach ineligible to participate in the league. See Player & Parent Code of Conduct for official 

statement.

5.Chains & Markers: Chains are on the Home Field side and crew provided by the home team.



6th Grade Rules: 

1.Players 125 pounds or lower are eligible to play all positions. Players that weigh 126 or more will have a stripe on their helmet. Players with that stripe are not allowed 

to play running back, catch lateral passes or take handoffs, and cannot run past the line of scrimmage if they play QB. The play will be blown dead when this happens.

2.Game Time: 5.3 Game Time: Game Time: Four quarters of fifteen (15) minute running time (during running time, the clock does not stop except for time-outs, injuries, 

and touchdowns). Stop time applies during the last two (2) minutes of each half. During the last two minutes of each half the clock will stop for time outs, injuries, 

penalties, touchdowns, incomplete passes, first downs, change of possession and out of bounds. However, if a team is leading by 28 points with 4:00 minutes left in the 

fourth quarter, there is no stoppage of time (except for injuries and penalties). Each team will get two timeouts per half.

1.Defensive Alignment: Linebackers and safeties must line up at least three (3) yards off the line of scrimmage and may not move forward until the ball is 

snapped. Corners must line up at least three (3) yards off the line of scrimmage and may not move forward until the ball is snapped.

2.Center and "A" Gap Rules: No defensive player may be lined up over the center or in the A gap-must be lined head up on the offensive guards or wider and engage 

the guard before playing the A gap. No shooting the A gap or attacking the center.Conversely, if the defense is not allowed to shoot the A gaps, the quarterback can not 

run behind the center or in the A gaps. Running backs are allowed to run to the areas after a handoff has taken place.

3.Punting: Any player may punt in a game. On any down, the offense can call a “punt”. Teams do not rush the punter. The offensive team must announce that they are 

going to punt (no fakes allowed). The offensive or defensive team cannot rush the punter or leave the line of scrimmage until the ball is punted. The punter may take the 

ball from the center in any manner. Even if the ball is dropped, the punter may pick it up and punt the ball. The Punter must punt the ball between the tackle positions. 

Punt coverage cannot take place until the ball is kicked. Receiving team must not be more than 5 yards from the line of scrimmage when the ball is kicked other than up 

to two return players. Once the ball is kicked, normal MSHSL rules apply.

4.Coach on the Field: A coach for offense and defense will be allowed on the field as teams transition to 11-man formations on full fields (coaching ends when the 

huddle breaks).

5.Extra Points and Scoring: Following a touchdown, the coach will have the choice to go for 1 point or 2 points. (The coach will tell the referee his choice.) 1-point 

conversions will be from the 3-yard line. 2-point conversions will be from the 8-yard line. Once the choice is declared and a play is run or a penalty occurs prior to the 

play, the choice cannot be changed. For any game field with goalposts, kicking the extra point is permitted, and a successful try is 1-point. Field goals may also be 

attempted on any game field with goalposts.

6.Personal Fouls: The officials may eject any player or coach who receives an unsportsmanlike penalty from the game with no warning. A player or coach who receives 

two unsportsmanlike penalties in one game is automatically ejected. Any player or coach who is ejected from a game is suspended for the next game. The ejected team 

member’s coach must inform his or her Program Director of the ejection within 24 hours of the ejection. The Program Director will notify the SSYFL Commissioner within 

48 hours. The Commissioner will notify the SSYFL Governing Committee of the incident and final ruling.The SSYFL Governing Committee may remove a player or 

coach for chronic misconduct or egregious behavior during league activities from an official team roster, rendering the player or coach ineligible to participate in the 

league. See Player & Parent Code of Conduct for official statement.

7.Chains & Markers: Chains are on the Home Field side and crew provided by the home team.


